




Abhyuday Mandal <abhyumandal@gmail.com>

Mail 2 from Abhyuday - Book Bank Project
Abhyuday Mandal <amandal@stat.uga.edu> Wed, Sep 20, 2017 at 2:49 PM
To: Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama Narendrapur <rkmndp@gmail.com>

Revered Maharaj,

Asha for Education volunteers met yesterday and discussed the projects. We have a question about the book bank
budget for 2017-18 (attached). Under Book Bank budget, Sl. No. 2 is Admission fees for 200 students (Rs. 1 lakh),
which does not make sense to us. Could you please explain why the book bank would need admission fees?

Our volunteers looked at the budget more critically and we think that it might be a typo - the second item of
Vivekananda Child Development Funds budget is also the same and it is possible that the person who prepared this
table simply copied without reading. If you look at one of the older budgets we had (attached), it seems that Sl. No. 2
for Book bank might be Educational Aids to Students (Pen, Exercise Book, Geometry Box, Uniform etc.) - please send
us an updated budget (if applicable) or an explanation for admission fees for book bank.

We have tentatively approved the 3 lakhs you asked for. We can release the money after (1) we get the explanation of
the book bank budget and (2) the bank issue is resolved (ref: my previous email).

One final thing: I know that you only sign the final documents and you do not prepare the documents etc. so if it
makes it any easier, I can work with the person who actually does it. Earlier it was Tushar da (during Bishnu-da,
Satya-da's time) and then Tapan-da (during Satya-da, Dipankar-da's time). But of course you decide what would work
best for you.

My pranamas to you -
Abhyuday

--
Abhyuday Mandal
Associate Professor
Department of Statistics
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602-7952

2 attachments

NDP_Budget_2017_18.pdf
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NDP_Budget_Old.pdf
194K
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